appropriate to concrete masses cast in wooden boxes. Holding all this
diversity together in a preconceived direction is really no light matter but
is the condition of creation. Imagination conceives here the plan suitable
to the material and the purpose of the whole, seeing the probable possible
form clearer all the time.
Imagination reigns supreme, until now the form the whole will natur-
ally take must be seen.
But if all this preliminary planning has been well conceived that ques-
tion in the main is settled. This matter of style is organic now.
We do not choose the style. No. Style is what is corning now and it will
be what we are in all this. A thrilling moment in any architect's experi-
ence. He is about to see the countenance of something he is invoking with
intense concentration. Out of this inner sense of order and love of the
beauty of life something is to be born—maybe to live long as a message
of hope arid be a joy or a curse to his kind. His message he feels. None the
less will it be 'theirs', and rather more. And it is out of love and under-
standing that any building is born to bless or curse those it is built to serve.
Bless them if they will see, understand and aid. Curse them as it will be
cursed by them if either they or the architect fail to understand each
other. This is the faith and the fear in the architect as he makes ready—
to draw his design.
In all artists it is somewhat the same fear and the same faith.
Now regard this pure white sheet of paper! It is ready for recording the
logic of the plan.
T-square, triangle, scale—seductive invitation lying upon the spotless
surface. Temptation!
cBoy! Go tell Black Kelly to make a blaze there in the work-room fire-
place! Ask Brown Sadie if it's too late to have Baked Bermudas for supper!
Then go ask your Mother—I shall hear her in here—to play something—
Bach preferred, or Beethoven if she prefers.'
Now comes to brood—to suffer doubt, hesitate yet burn with eagerness.
To test bearings—and prove ground already assumed by putting all to-
gether in definite scale on paper. Preferably small scale study at first.
Then larger. Finally still larger scale detail studies of parts.
An aid to creative effort, the open fire. What a friend to the labouring
artist the poetic baked-onion! Real encouragement to him is great music.
Yes, and what a poor creature, after all, creation comes singing through.
About like catgut and horsehair in the hands of a Sarasate.
Night labour at the draughting board is best for intense creation* It
may continue uninterrupted.
Meantime glancing side reflections are passing in the mind—* design is
abstraction of nature-elements in purely geometric terms*—that is what
we ought to call pure design? .. . This cube—this square—proportion.
But—nature-pattern and nature-texture in materials themselves often
approach conventionalization, or the abstract, to such a degree as to be
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